GREAT READS FOR YOUNG ADULTS

**FANTASY**
- Julie BERTAGNA  Exodus
- Steven ERIKSON  Gardens of the moon
- Raymond FEIST  Magician
- Lian HEARN  Across the nightingale floor
- Christopher PAOLINI  Eragon
- Susan PRICE  The Sterkarm handshake
- Scott WESTERFELD  Leviathan

**THRILLS + CRIME**
- Keith GRAY  Malarkey
- Gemma MALLEY  The returners
- James PATTERSON  Maximum ride
- Kathy REICHS  Virals
- Chris RYAN  Hostage

**PAST + WAR**
- Theresa BRESLIN  Prisoner of the Inquisition
- Jennifer DONNELLY  A gathering light
- Jamila GAVIN  Coram boy
- Mary HOOPER  Fallen Grace
- Eva IBBOTSON  The morning gift
- Conn IGGULDEN  Emperor: the gates of Rome
- Marie-Louise JENSEN  Smuggler's kiss
- Linda NEWBERY  Sisterland
- Mal PEET  Tamar
- Bali RAI  City of ghosts
- Celia REES  Sovay
- Ruth SEPETYS  Between shades of gray
- Elizabeth WEIN  Rose under fire
- Marcus ZUSAK  Book thief

**YOUNG ADULT**
- Martin BEDFORD  Never ending
- Holly BLACK  Tithe
- Malorie BLACKMAN  Boys don't cry
- Judy BLUNDELL  Strings attached
- Holly BOURNE  Am I normal yet?
- Melvin BURGESS  The hit
- Jim CARRINGTON  Drive by
- Anne CASSIDY  Dead time
- Cat CLARKE  Entangled
- Chris COLFER  Struck by lightning
- Matthew CROW  In bloom
- Keren DAVID  Salvage
- Delphine DE VIGAN  No and me
- Jenny DOWNHAM  Unbecoming
- Joe DUNTHORNE  Submarine
- Giovanna FLETCHER  Billy and me
- Gayle FORMAN  Just one day
- Jamila GAVIN  Robber baron's daughter
- Alan GIBBONS  An act of love
- Lisa GLASS  Blue
• Sally GREEN Half bad
• Wolfgang HERRNDORF Why we took the car
• Monica HESSE Stray
• Lauren JAMES The next together
• Sue Monk KIDD Secret life of bees
• Nick LAKE In darkness
• Erin LANGE Butter
• David LEVIATHAN Marly’s ghost
• Sergei LUKYANENKO Night watch
• Anthony MCGOWAN Hello darkness
• Lou MORGAN Sleepless
• Patrick NESS The rest of us just live here
• Mal PEET Life: an exploded diagram
• Non PRATT Trouble
• Bali RAI Web of darkness
• Celia REES This is not forgiveness
• Meg ROSOFF How I live now
• Sara SHEPARD Pretty little liars
• Teri TERRY Slated
• Scott WESTERFELD Uglies
• Karen Thompson WALKER The age of miracles
• Rachel WARD Numbers
• L A WEATHERLY Angel
• Matt WHYMAN The Savages
• Rick YANCEY The 5th wave

ADULT + CLASSIC
• Ben AARONOVITCH Rivers of London
• Margaret ATWOOD The handmaid’s tale
• Jean M AUEL Clan of the cave bear
• Jane AUSTEN Pride and prejudice
• JG BALLARD Empire of the sun
• Iain BANKS The wasp factory
• Ray BRADBURY Fahrenheit 451
• Charlotte BRONTE Jane Eyre
• Raymond CHANDLER The big sleep
• Susanna CLARKE Jonathan Strange and Mr Norrell
• Emma DONOGHUE Room
• Daphne du MAURIER Rebecca Jasper FFORDE The Eyre affair
• Ian FLEMING From Russia with love
• Neil GAIMAN Neverwhere
• William GOLDING Lord of the Flies
• Thomas HARDY Tess of the d’Urbervilles
• Robert HARRIS Fatherland
• Rebecca HUNT Mr Chartwell
• Kazuo ISHIGURO Never let me go
• Graham JOYCE The tooth fairy
• Stephen KELMAN Pigeon English
• Stephen KING The green mile
• John Ajvide LINDQVIST Let the right one in
• Robert LUDLUM  The Bourne identity
• Sophie MCKENZIE  Close my eyes
• Charlotte MENDELSON  Almost English
• Jo NESBO  Headhunters
• George ORWELL  1984
• Jodi PICOULT  My sister’s keeper
• Anne RICE  Interview with the vampire
• JK ROWLING  The casual vacancy
• Alice SEBOLD  The lovely bones
• Laline PAULL  The bees
• Zadie SMITH  White teeth
• Kathryn STOCKETT  The help
• Bram STOKER  Dracula
• Alice WALKER  The color purple
• SJ WATSON  Before I go to sleep
• Jeanette WINTERSON  Oranges are not the only fruit
• P G WODEHOUSE  Very good, Jeeves
• John WYNDHAM  The midwich cuckoos

BIOGRAPHY
• Maya ANGELOU  I know why the caged bird sings
• Andrea ASHWORTH  Once in a house on fire
• Sarbjit Kaur ATHWAL  Shamed
• Clare BALDING  My animals and other family
• Bill BRYSON  Notes from a small island
• Jung CHANG  Wild swans
• James CORDEN  May I have your attention, please?
• Jessica ENNIS  Unbelievable
• Bear GRYLLS  Blood, sweat and tears
• Naoki HIGASHIDA  The reason I jump
• Ledley KING  My autobiography
• Andy MCNAB  Bravo two zero
• Fabrice MUAMBA  I’m still standing
• Doris PILKINGTON  Rabbit-proof fence
• Katie PIPER  Beautiful
• Aaron RALSTON  127 hours
• Jasvinder SANGHERA  Shame
• Joe SIMPSON  Touching the void
• Hanna JANSEN (UMU)  Over a thousand hills I walk with you
• David WALLIAMS  Camp David
• Malala YOUSAFZAI  I am Malala
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